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Blood drive excludes homosexual men
Mike Gerrity
MONTANA KAIMIN
Thursday’s blood drive in the
University Center is gearing up
for the holidays, a tough blood
collection season, and as many
donors as possible are needed.
One group, however, will not
have a chance to help.
Since 1992, the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration has maintained a mandate against collecting blood from gay men, a policy
that all U.S. blood collection
agencies must enforce, including
the American Red Cross.
The recommendation specifically bars “men who have had sex
with another man even one time

since 1977,” as a part of the
Criteria for the Exclusion of
Unsuitable Donors who Are at
Increased Risk for HIV.
Jamie Greer, a Community
Organizer for the Western
Montana Gay and Lesbian
Community Center, said the policy was made in a time when people didn’t know much about
AIDS.
“The reality is that the initial
policy was created in the mid1980s, when there was a lot of
misinformation and misunderstanding surrounding HIV and
people living with it,” Greer said.
Last Tuesday, the University of
Vermont’s Student Government
Association nearly passed a resolution calling for the expulsion of

Red Cross blood drives from their
campus for enforcing the exclusionary policy.
The motion was defeated by
one vote.
Julie Brehm, a Red Cross Donor
Recruitment Representative for
Missoula said that the Red Cross
has to follow the FDA’s rule on
excluding gay men from participating.
“It’s not a Red Cross policy. It’s
an FDA regulated guideline,”
Brehm said. “Every blood collection agency in this country has to
follow it.”
She said that in the case of
UVM’s student government vote,
it would have been a mistake to
ban the Red Cross because it’s a
regulation they have no control

over.
“It’s patients who end up suffering in that regard,” Brehm said.
“People who are frustrated with
the criteria for the deferral need to
take it up with the FDA.”
Peper Long from the FDA’s
Office of Public Affairs said that
their policy is based on hard statistics.
FDA’s deferral policies are
based on scientific evidence on
infection rates for agents such as
HIV that are associated with certain social behaviors,” Long said.
She added that it was not FDA’s
intention to judge social behaviors
associated with HIV transmission
but to guarantee that patients
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‘Fever’-ish: a
Halloween
party

On Campus
Today
•Workshop: Portfolios
“Your Job Seach Toolbox”
Lommasson Center 154,
4:30 - 6 p.m., free

•ASUM Senate
UC 330-331, 6 p.m.

•Seminar: International
Students’ Rights
UC 332. 6 - 8:30 p.m.
– UM News and Events Calendar

Around the
World
Turkey: Turkey delivered a
tough message to Iraq and
Western allies Tuesday: A crossborder attack on Kurd guerrilla
bases is coming unless the U.S.backed government in the Iraqi
north cracks down soon.

France: French lawmakers

adopted a hotly contested bill on
Tuesday that would institute language exams and potential DNA
testing for prospective immigrants, making it more difficult
for families to join loved ones in
France.

Cuba: Fidel Castro wrote
Tuesday that President Bush is
threatening the world with
nuclear war and famine – an
attack on Washington a day
before the White House was to
announce new plans to draw
Cuba away from communism.
– Associated Press

Check us out
on the Web at
www.montanakaimin.com

See RED CROSS, page 12

Mark Page
MONTANA KAIMIN

The Know Your Rights forum
hosted by ASUM sparked debate
Wednesday over the rights individuals have and the power exercised
over them by police.
“The police have become more
militarized over the past 15 years
I’ve done this work,” said Josh Van
de Wetering, an adjunct law professor and federal prosecutor working
as the assistant U.S. attorney for
Montana in the Department of
Justice.
Van de Wetering said police these
days tend to walk out of their
departments too worked up because
of the potential dangers ahead.
Police need to refocus on community relations, he said.
The event was put together by
ASUM
along
with
Brett
Schandelson, a law student and
member of the ACLU, and Angela
Goodhope of Citizens for
Responsible Crime Policy.
Conflicts between Montana state
and federal law dominated the first
half of the debate. Betsy Griffing, an
adjunct law professor at the
University of Montana, and the
legal director of the Montana chapter of the ACLU, brought the issue
up in her opening remarks in reference to a theoretical situation
regarding marijuana.
She explained that if a person has

Shane McMillan / Montana Kaimin

Third-year law student Justin Kalmbach reaches for a “Know Your Rights Card” just before a panel discussion in the UC Theater Tuesday night. The cards
were put out by the Office of Public Safety and ASUM and are meant to provide a quick reference for students. The panel featured five local experts who
answered questions from the audience about rights.

a field of marijuana down a private
road, marked “no trespassing,” and
near their house, a Montana state
police officer couldn’t explore that
field if they drive down the road
without a warrant. A federal officer,
on the other hand, could, using a
federal law called the “open fields
doctrine.”

“The U.S. Constitution kind of
sets a baseline,” she said. State
rights are built upon this.
All police officers have to obey
federal law, but state law expands
on people’s rights, giving them
more protection in state courts
rather than federal.
Van de Wetering said in response,

“If the marijuana patch is big,
Montana state law will not protect
you.”
The next issue tackled by the panelist regarded probable cause,
specifically whether a police officer
has the right to search an individual,
or an individual’s residence, based
See RIGHTS, page 4

ASUM staff under new administration supervisor
Ashley Zuelke
MONTANA KAIMIN
Until last week, one difference
separated the permanent ASUM
staff from the rest of University
of Montana personnel: a student
officially supervised them.
But now, ASUM permanent
staff will follow the policy all
other UM employees are under,
with a UM vice president signing
off on the raises, recognition,
punishments and even firings of
ASUM’s non-student staff. The
ASUM president as well as
ASUM legal counsel will continue supervising employees on a

daily basis.
According to a memorandum
of understanding signed between
Main Hall and ASUM, Vice
President for Student Affairs
Teresa Branch will only intervene in ASUM’s affairs in
“unusual or crisis situations.”
ASUM President Dustin
Leftridge said the policy is just
formalizing current protocol.
“It’s not really changing anything in our personnel policy,”
Leftridge said.
He said ASUM’s first concern
was their autonomy, but after
seeing that the administration’s
intent wasn’t “malicious,” they

were comfortable with the
arrangement.
ASUM’s personnel policy,
approved by the 2005 ASUM
senate, reads that all ASUM nonstudent staff are accountable to
the ASUM executives and senate. And, the UM president will
be “supervisor and director” of
ASUM classified staff “for legal
purposes.”
Although the memo specifically establishes Branch as the
overseer of ASUM employee
action, Leftridge said he doesn’t
see it changing the spirit of the
personnel policy.
The senate did not officially

approve the memo by voting on
it at their weekly meeting.
Leftridge said he wanted the
senate to be able to discuss staff
matters in an executive session,
which would not have been open
to the public, last Wednesday.
“I didn’t feel it was appropriate to have that discussion in
public as it did have to do with
personnel issues,” he said.
Anne Hamilton, director of
ASUM Legal Services and
ASUM’s co-personnel director
with Leftridge, said she discourages executives to close meetSee MOU, page 4
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Opinion

EDITORIAL

Collegians should get
off the couch and vote
We’ve got pink bunnies with teeth trolling for voters, candidates going wild and a war referendum with no teeth, all
designed to lure our demographic of apathetic and well-fed 18 to 29 year olds to the
polls this November.
It seems we need rabid rabbits to grab
our attention, like a cotton candy-lure for
kids who already have everything they
need. And if this generation’s voting record
is any indicator, the world had better watch
out. American policies, backed by tanks
and missiles, will continue to be dictated by
a handful of powerful people. Meanwhile,
the rest of us will stare glassy-eyed at CSI
Jessica Mayrer
reruns.
News Editor
Policies decided by the government
affect every aspect of our lives; from the
ice caps getting slushier all the time to the Social Security tax
we pay but will never see again. Not only are we affected by
these decisions made in our name, so are the lives of people
across the globe.
While thinking about this stuff seems to put a strain our privileged psyches – that’s depressing, you say – actually doing
something is really tough. But while we continue pretending
nothing is wrong, bridges and levees crumble with no money
to fix them and army reservists work triple time to protect
Exxon and Texaco.
As the United States geared up for war in 2003, only 13 percent of college students could find Iraq on a map. How can
Americans make decisions on issues if we don’t even know
what they are?
While bad TV and Britney’s latest legal challenges pacify
many of us, our national priorities are getting so skewed that
we would prefer to pay Blackwater than give children healthcare.
If that’s not your vision, you’d better vote.
In the presidential election of 2004, almost half of voters
ages 18-29 voted; in 2006, only 24 percent got off the couch to
cast a vote. And that’s actually an improvement over other
years.
Forty years ago, when the government was eavesdropping
on American citizens and stirring up trouble abroad, college
students took to the streets and demanded change. Why isn’t
that happening today?
We’ve all got stuff to do; classes, jobs and everything else
gets in the way. But voting takes two minutes.
Otherwise, by the time we wake up, it could be too late.

Men’s sports sacrificed
to meet Title IX quotas
In your October 11 issue of the
Kaimin, you published an article
in which Roman Stubbs “celebrated” the 35th anniversary of the
passing of Title IX. Frankly, I find
it disturbing how quickly this law,
which was passed by the Nixon
administration and has not been
significantly changed since its
introduction, is embraced, and
more shockingly, how quickly its
negative effects are dismissed.
Title IX creates a quota system
in which the number of female

Letter
to the
Editor

athletic
opportunities at a university must
be proportional to that school’s
female enrollment. Sounds fair,
right? In reality, it has been, and
still is, used by athletic directors
as an excuse to cut any non-revenue producing men’s sports
teams he or she doesn’t feel like
funding anymore. Essentially, all

110 Years

Montana Kaimin
The Montana Kaimin, in its
110th year, is published by the
students of The University of
Montana, Missoula. The UM
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Send letters to the editor to
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Love in the time of laptops
Ask a hippie

Dillon Tabish
MONTANA KAIMIN

will be streamed on AllSP.com
with no commercials!” So I stayed
and had a good time sitting with
you for two hours waiting for it to
load, but how much fun did I miss
hanging out with the guys?
I still can’t believe I sat with
you trying to get tickets to a terrible Series and there was a protest
going on? What else have I been
missing, babe? What other gettogethers aren’t you telling me
about? When I’m old and crusty
and still trying to graduate from
college are you going to tell me
about all the real-life stuff I
missed while sitting alone with
you?
I’m writing this for everyone to
see, Laptop. I can’t help but think
you have something to do with my
poor grades and pale skin. You’re
overbearing and you get jealous
when I’m with lab computers or
when I don’t come home and sit
with you for hours. I can’t keep
living like this because it’s causing me to miss some other cool
things, like real-life relationships,
events and fresh air.
Not only that, but that blister
you gave me won’t go away and I
think I need to go to Curry to get
it checked out. When was the last
time you got tested for viruses if
you don’t mind me asking?

Dear Laptop,
You know I love you, right
babe? We’ve had some great times
together. Remember that one time
when we were sitting together in
the library and the headphone jack
slipped off and that Bon Jovi song
started blaring out loud while
everyone was trying to study? We
got a real kick out of that one, didn’t we?

But listen, we’ve gotta talk. I’ve
started noticing some things
between you and me that I don’t
like. You’re usually good about
informing me about stuff going
on, but when I heard
the news of Monday’s
protest, I couldn’t
believe it.
I’m not so sure if you
really want me to be
more informed and
involved with real-life
stuff or if it’s just your
way of seducing me
further into your World
Wide Web.
When I looked down
at you and that sexy little Mozilla Firefox icon, I used to
get excited. I used to think about
all the information and entertainment we were about to find
together. I used to feel safe. But
now I feel dirty. I feel lied to. All
those times when I was trying to
study and you butted in with
breaking news or a funny new
YouTube clip, I stopped everything for you. Or when you used
to get me to post stupid pictures of
myself on Facebook for the world
to see and try to outdo? How
could you use me like that? I’m
not a robot, I’m a real-life person
with three-dimensional dreams,
babe. But these days I’m beginning to feel like a two-dimensional emoticon.
I remember the first time we
went shopping together and I
ordered that shirt for $20 and it
was too small. I knew I should get
off my butt and go try it on in reallife, but you were just so easy,
offering me a bright yellow
Scooby-Doo shirt at the click of a
button.
And that time when I wanted to
go to Paul and Justin’s house to
watch the new South Park
episode, but you said, “No, just
stay here and watch it with me. It

sports except football and basketball are in danger – and even those
two are not entirely safe.
In Stubbs’ article, Carol Tracy
of the Women’s Law Project in
Philadelphia says that the loss of
men’s athletic opportunities is not
a problem because “often times
there needs to be programs cut to
balance equality.”
My question is, what good does
that do? Tracy’s ‘if we can’t have
it no one can’ mentality does not
help women, and it devastates
men’s programs everywhere.
Since 1981, more than 2,200
men’s athletic teams have been

eliminated because of Title IX – a
consistent, declining trend of 17
percent.
Non-mainstream sports like
wrestling and swimming have
been hit the hardest. Wrestling,
for example, has seen 449 programs dropped since 1972. Cross
country has lost 183 teams in just
the past 15 years. Golf, tennis,
swimming and track have seen
similarly unsettling numbers of
programs eliminated in that
amount of time, and even football
has seen a decline in the number
of teams.
Stubbs says that Title IX “for-

bids gender-based discrimination
at educational institutions.” Make
no mistake: that was what it was
designed to do, and its proponents
will tell you it has been a success.
But actually, it has done just the
opposite: Title IX is a government-backed form of genderbased discrimination which has
devastated men’s athletics by promoting the systematic elimination
of young men’s teams and opportunities for 35 years.

I owe an apology to hippies
everywhere and also need to get
something off my chest.
I’m embarrassed to
admit this, but on
Monday, while my fellow students were
protesting one of the
easiest things in the
world to protest right
now – coal mines – I
was sitting at home with
my laptop, on the
Internet, waiting to get
Colorado
Rockies’
World Series tickets.
Yes, I know – how can anyone
even think of watching the
Colorado Rockies play baseball
after all their years of 100-loss
seasons and boasting the fact that
they do not allow Maxim or
Playboy magazines in their sinfree locker room? I’m sorry I can’t
answer that. Baseball is just that
great of a sport, I guess.
I wish I could say I got tickets,
but I can’t. The Web site crashed
and I was overcome with anger. I
needed some time alone. So I left
my laptop and stepped outside. A
sudden headache hit me, common
when I spend long hours with my
laptop, and I realized something.
Something deep. I knew that if the
Rockies can make it to the World
Series, then I could say this once
and for all, for everyone to see.
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Love,
Dillon
Bumper sticker of the week:
My child can beat up your
honor roll student.
–Taran, non-hippie
Got a question that only a
down-to-earth hippie can answer?
How about a sweet bumper sticker that you want to show the
world? Send an E-mail to ask.hippie@gmail.com with your name
and whether or not you consider
yourself a hipster.

– Marty Byrne
Graduate Student
Geography
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Correction:
The Oct. 23 issue of The Montana Kaimin misidentified Jason Wiener as James
Wiener.

Pirates remind us
what music is for
In
response
to
Emma
Schmautz’s Wednesday editorial,
let me start by saying I don’t
believe it’s right to pair up the
recording industry with the software industry and movie industry
when talking about file sharing
and pirating. Software and movies
are usually made by big businesses whose sole purpose and/or
motivation is to make money. But
money has no part and should
have nothing to do with music.
It’s sad to see that in the world
of music the biggest problem
today is money. It brings a tear to
my eye to know that artists are
more concerned with how much
money they’re making than about

Letter
to the
Editor

their music getting to the fans and
public. Shouldn’t they be making
music to express themselves? For
the joy of making music? Is this
all old stuff that has long since
died? There was already a problem with artists today selling out
or beings fakes and this isn’t helping it. I don’t want to listen to
music that was made for money
and to make people rich. I want to
listen to music that was made for
the people by the people.

Pirating copyrighted music
does not degrade the creativity,
hard work, and the accomplishment of the artists that made it; it’s
a new idea that challenges the
recording industry and threatens
their pocketbooks. But I will agree
with Emma that the recording
industry is already extremely
wealthy and that the loss they
claim they have suffered from illegal downloaded music does make
a dent in their overall profits. In
conclusion I believe that file sharing is exactly what the recording
industry needs; to get the dollar
bills out of their eyes so they can
start to make real quality music
again and not just music that will
make them rich.
– Anthony Manka
Freshman, undeclared

We had some issues with the
crossword. Sorry there aren’t
any answers today. We’ll get
it figured out soon enough.
Thanks for understanding.

–Sean Breslin
Editor, Montana Kaimin

-MK-
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Man rescued from trail – twice
Mike Gerrity
MONTANA KAIMIN
Missoula County Search and
Rescue volunteers got well
acquainted with an Idaho resident
this week after rescuing him twice
within a few days.
Search and Rescue volunteers
went out to the Telephone Butte
trail 25 miles from the Blue
Mountain trailhead west of
Missoula on Friday night to
retrieve a pair of hunters who slid
their 2003 Ford Explorer off the
icy trail and got high centered.
Volunteer Chief R.J. Nelsen said
that Roger Woodworth, who

RIGHTS

Continued from page 1
purely on that officer smelling burnt
marijuana.
“Smell is not enough,” said Craig
Shannon, a local defense attorney.
He added that if a police officer
has a warrant, people should not
resist.
“If they have a warrant, let them
in, hire a lawyer,” he said.
Professor Andrew King-Ries, a
UM law professor and former prosecutor, elaborated on the actual
meaning of probable cause.
“Probable cause to search is
whether a reasonable person would
believe a crime had been committed,” he said. “I think in the federal
system, smell of marijuana is plenty.”
Another statute exists though,

owned the SUV, was trying to navigate a very narrow and rough trail.
“It’s pretty treacherous,” Nelsen
said. “It’s barely wide enough for
ATVs.”
Search and Rescue volunteers
later retrieved the stranded hunters
using all-terrain vehicles Friday
night.
On Monday afternoon, however,
Woodworth attempted to retrieve
his SUV with the help of Sparr’s
Towing Service.
On the way out, the tow truck
broke down, and the man had to be
rescued again along with Bernie
Kuhnf Jr., the tow truck driver.
“So now there’s two vehicles up

there,” Nelsen said.
Nelsen added that his crew of
volunteers had been awake for
more than a day after having to rescue the driver and go to their day
jobs in the morning.
“It’s a little frustrating,” Nelsen
said.
Kuhnf Jr. said that his towing
company will try to retrieve the
two vehicles on Wednesday, and
the stranded hunters should not
have been up on that trail in the
first place.
“They were two old idiots,”
Kuhnf Jr. said.
Woodworth could not be reached
for comment.

similar to probable cause, called
reasonable suspicion, Van de
Wetering said. This allows police to
investigate suspicious people by
patting them down to search for
weapons. If a reasonable person
would believe that, under the circumstances, a crime has been committed, police have this right.
Jim Lemcke, director of the
Office of Public Safety at UM,
localized the issue, telling how UM
police respond to such situations in
campus housing.
“If we smell dope down the hallway, we are going to knock on your
door and ask,” he said. “If you don’t
answer, we won’t do anything.”
At this point the public safety
officers would turn the matter over
to the resident assistants, who could
still write the student up for a conduct code violation. In extraordinary circumstances, such as if the

officers believed the individual was
also selling marijuana, they may
proceed to applying for a warrant.
“If we don’t see any further evidence, we are going to turn it over to
the RAs,” Lemcke said. “Generally
we’re talking about small cases,
we’re talking about smoke wafting
down the hall because the towel in
the door and the fan in the window
didn’t do the trick.”
Audience members later raised
questions about how much information an individual has to provide the
police when stopped. All panelists
responded that a person could only
incriminate themselves by giving
information beyond their name and
ID if they are driving.
“The entire encounter with the
police is designed to provide evidence,” King-Ries said.
In the end, all panelists stressed
the need for people to know what
their rights are to avoid these problematic situations.
“I can’t think of a good reason to
consent to a search,” King-Ries
said. “There’s no reason to say yes
and you don’t have to say yes.”
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Kristine Paulsen/Montana Kaimin

Apples sit in crates waiting to be “graded” at Mountain View Orchards in Corvallis, Mont.
Most orchards have ended their season, but there are a few in the area that grow late-season varieties.

MOU
Continued from page 1
-ings unless under exceptional
circumstances.
Leftridge
said
Montana
Kaimin Editor-in-Chief Sean
Breslin spoke against closing the
meeting, citing Montana’s open
meeting laws. So, Leftridge said
he decided to go ahead and sign
the document and present it to
the full senate.
Leftridge did address the senate about the new policy last
week, and said an internal consensus on the matter had been
established beforehand.
ASUM Accountant Marlene

Hendrickson said she’s comfortable with the new policy. She
said in her more than 16 years
with ASUM, the ambiguity in
ASUM’s personnel policy made
human resources uncomfortable
in many employee situations.
“It’s closing a loop that needed to be closed a long, long time
ago,” she said.
Hendrickson said one incident
last year “made Main Hall stand
up” and push for action on the
matter.
Branch said the need for a policy change came up when
ASUM came to her after-thefact to sign off on an action
taken on an ASUM employee.
Branch said former ASUM
President Andrea Helling was
the first ASUM executive to take
up the matter, and they began
talks last spring. Student Affairs
continued the dialogue with
ASUM over the summer, and
they settled on the issue last
week.
The policy was needed for
accountability and continuity
purposes, Branch said.
Since a different executive
board takes over ASUM every
year, Branch said the students
coming in are going to vary in
political savvy, sophistication
and the ability to lead employees. And, she said because they
only have one year, “things
going on within the organization
are different each year.”
“I would prefer to work with
the staff on an ongoing basis,”
Branch said.
Branch said the decision to
fire an ASUM employee would
be a joint decision with ASUM.
Should some staff issues arise,
she said, “I’d do what I could to
prevent a lot of negative fallout.”
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Gay and Lesbian Center expands newsletter
Erica Rose Simpson
MONTANA KAIMIN
The newsletter for the Western
Montana Gay and Lesbian
Community Center has a new
look, and it’s reaching a wider
audience, according to designer
Suzie Reahard. If the Out Words
staff has their way, this will only
be the beginning.
“The newsletter was a good
resource, but dull and outdated ...
It looked like a church newsletter.
We wanted to make it more interesting and more accessible,”
Reahard said. A switch from classic 8.5” x 11” sheets of paper to

newsprint with a dose of color was
the remedy.
Each month, 3,000 copies of the
free publication are distributed all
over Montana. The publication
includes articles on LGBTIQ – or
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex and queer – issues,
resources and arts reviews.
Prominent writers, such as UM
associate professor Casey Charles,
have contributed to the paper.
Jon Freeland, who manages the
advertising for Out Words, said
he’d like to see distribution upped
by 1,000 or 2,000 copies.
“Since we switched to
newsprint and added color we’ve
more than doubled our advertis-

ing,” Freeland said.
For each issue, Out Words has a
different theme. Elections, housing, pride parades and activities,
as well as health have all been past
themes. Reahard would like to
have the paper tackle tougher
issues.
“The theme for December’s
issue is family, and it’s going to be
pretty controversial,” she said.
“You write an article, someone is
going to disagree with you. We
really encourage people to write in
and say, ‘Hey, I don’t agree with
that.’”
Out Words tries to be a voice for
issues and a place to find support.
A list of community resources and

support groups is available.
“A newcomer in town can pick
it up and figure out where to go if
they need support groups,”
Reahard said.
Orrin Tiberi, a junior studying
anthropology, said he likes Out
Words because it unites the community, especially since anyone
can write articles and declare their
perspectives on the happenings of
the world.
“Out Words is important
because Montana is so big and the
population is so small ... you can
pick it up at your local coffee
shop, read it and feel connected to
the rest of the state. You might be
the one gay guy in Havre, but

you’re connected to the rest of the
state,” Tiberi said.
Freeland and Reahard had a few
difficulties during the paper’s
transition.
“The gay population is very
hard to please. Everybody wants a
say in it but nobody actually wants
to help out,” Reahard said.
Freeland said the hardest part
about publishing Out Words was
finding fresh content and getting
people excited to write about
LGBTIQ issues.
Out Words is always looking for
submissions, which can be submitted at wmglccnews@gaymontana.org.

DSU shooter faces murder charge after victim dies
Randall Chase
ASSOCAITED PRESS
A Delaware State University
student wounded in a campus
shooting last month died of her
injuries on Tuesday, her family
said.
Shalita K. Middleton, a 17-yearold freshman biology major from
Washington, D.C., died about 3:30
p.m. at Christiana Hospital in
Newark, according to a family

statement released by the university.
“She struggled valiantly over
the last several weeks and she was
an inspiration,” the family said.
“Ultimately, however, the internal
injuries that she suffered were, in
the end, too critical to overcome.”
Middleton was shot in the
abdomen when gunfire broke out
on campus Sept. 21. Nathaniel
Pugh, another 17-year-old student
from Washington, suffered an
ankle wound. Freshman Loyer D.

Braden, 18, is accused of shooting
them.
University President Allen
Sessoms said the community was
“grieving and deeply saddened”
by Middleton’s death.
“Our thoughts are with her family and friends at this most difficult time,” Sessoms said in a statement. “I know I speak for all our
DSU family in offering our heartfelt condolences.”
University spokesman Carlos
Holmes said two administrators

from the school were with
Middleton’s family when she
died.
Campus police had hoped to
interview the cheerleader about
what happened on the night of the
shooting, but Holmes said they
never got the opportunity.
Braden, a freshman from East
Orange, N.J., is being held in lieu
of $92,000 bail on charges of
attempted murder, assault, among
other offenses. With Middleton’s
death, Braden now faces a possi-

ble murder charge.
His attorney, James Liguori, did
not immediately return a telephone message left with his
answering service Tuesday.
Jason Miller, a spokesman for
the attorney general, declined to
comment on charges against
Braden being amended.
Holmes said the school likely
would hold a memorial service for
Middleton.
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‘Preppie Killer’ arrested in drug sting
Montana Kaimin

Samuel Maull
ASSOCIATED PRESS
NEW YORK – The so-called
“Preppie Killer,” who served 15
years in prison for strangling a
woman in Central Park during
what he said was rough sex, was
in jail Tuesday after police said he
repeatedly sold undercover officers cocaine out of his apartment.
Robert Chambers, 41, put up a
fight during the raid late Monday,
police said. One officer suffered a
broken thumb and another had a
strained ligament in his hand,
authorities reported.
District
Attorney
Robert
Morgenthau said Chambers is facing 14 counts of drug possession
and sale. Morgenthau said he likely will be charged with resisting
arrest and assault.
On Tuesday a judge ordered
Chambers held without bail until
Thursday after Chambers said he
did not have a lawyer and could
not afford to hire one.
Chambers was released from

prison on Valentine’s Day 2003
after serving 15 years for the 1986
strangling of 18-year-old Jennifer
Levin, a graduate of the exclusive
Baldwin School, during a tryst in
Central Park. The slaying was
splashed across the headlines as
the story of a handsome, privileged, prep school youth gone
bad.
Tall, lean and unshaven at
Tuesday’s hearing, Chambers
wore a black T-shirt with black
sweatpants and dirty white sneakers with no laces and no socks.
With his hands cuffed behind him,
he looked alert and calm, and
answered the judge’s questions in
a clear voice.
Police said undercover officers
had purchased roughly a quarter
kilogram of cocaine in eight buys
over the summer. During the raid,
police said they recovered 10
crack pipes and five small bags of
cocaine.
“There was considerable traffic
to his door,” police spokesman
Paul Browne said. “He was pretty

indiscreet about it.”
Chambers lives in the apartment
with his girlfriend, who also was
charged with criminal sale of a
controlled substance.
Police arrested Chambers in
2004 for misdemeanor heroin possession and unlicensed driving.
He pleaded guilty and was sentenced to 100 days in jail and
fined $200.
On the night Levin was killed,
she and Chambers left a trendy bar

Wednesday, October 24, 2007

around 4 a.m. and walked to
Central Park, stopping behind the
Metropolitan Museum of Art. Two
hours later, a bicyclist found
Levin’s strangled, battered and
nearly naked body under a tree.
When police picked up
Chambers, his face was covered
with scratches. He first claimed
his cat scratched him, but later
said he killed Levin accidentally
after she hurt him during rough
sex.

Prosecutors said he was drunk
and high on drugs and killed her in
a rage when he was unable to perform sexually.
After jurors deadlocked in a
second-degree murder trial, the
defense and prosecution struck a
deal that allowed Chambers to
plead guilty to first-degree
manslaughter and receive a second-degree manslaughter sentence.

A f t e r n o o n St ro l l

Shane McMillan / Montana Kaimin

A pedestrian walks in front of the Chemistry Building Tuesday afternoon.

Montana Kaimin

Workshop outlines
rights, responsibilities
for foreign students
addresses things that foreign students may not know about; to
show them some things that they
may not realize, both philosophiWhen students from foreign cally and legally.”
Busel was raised in Chile, but
countries enroll in the University
of Montana, they not only face lived as a small child in Australia
the hurdles of moving across vast and Canada. This has given him
distances, they face legal wran- an international perspective on
gling with immigration officials, these kinds of issues and provides
then the daunting task of dealing a motivation to educate and
with an entirely new legal sys- become part of the international
community.
tem.
“I was raised as a respectful
To aid UM’s 512 international
students in their quest to under- person in the international community, valuing
stand these somedifferent people
times-unnerving
for what they
complexities, the
are,” Busel said.
Office of Foreign
“The
primary
Student
and
goal is not only to
Scholar Services,
give an overview
with the help of
of the legal sysChilean exchange
tem, but to let
student Bernardo
them know that
Busel, will host a
they are very
w o r k s h o p
important.”
Wednesday at 6
While Busel is
p.m. in University
now an exchange
Center room 332.
student studying
The FSS office
law at UM, he
coordinates
an
will return to
extensive orientaChile with the
tion program for
knowledge
he
students before
gains here.
the school-wide
Mona Mondava
“If I work
orientation, but
FSS program coordinator
abroad, it’s to
this can only
take things back
address so many
issues. Students’ problems can be to Chile,” he said. “I’m very
complicated, and maintaining proud of where I come from.”
Along with his classes at the
their status as legal aliens can be
just as important as their grade UM law school, Busel works as
an unpaid intern at the Missoula
point average.
“As part of our presentation, law firm Phillips Bohyer &
we go over the legal status of Hedger.
The legal ramifications of
these students,” said Mona
Mondava, program coordinator immigration law are changing,
for the FSS office. “We also go even as this discussion takes
over the consequences of violat- place.
“It’s an area in flux since Sept.
ing this legal status.”
FSS Director Effie Koehn 11, 2001,” said Professor Jim
stressed that her office’s main Lopach, chair of the political scimission is preventing problems ence department. “In general, the
from occurring. They do offer rights of aliens have decreased.”
assistance and advocacy for students who have issues regarding
their immigration status, but prevention is always best, she said.
“We spend an inordinate
amount of time informing students,” Koehn said.
Most of the problems students
encounter are due to changes in
their student status. For a student
to keep their visa, they generally
have to maintain the status of
full-time student.
FSS has given Busel, a law student, free range to organize this
event. He decided on the specific
issues to be discussed and the
speakers presenting them.
The presentation will include a
local attorney and UM law school
professors speaking on issues
ranging from U.S. criminal and
civil law to abortion and contraception policies.
“He had a very definitive idea
and a very inspirational vision of
what he wanted this workshop to
be,” Mondava said. “The idea is
to dissect U.S. law in a way that
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‘Chillin’ on a hill’

Mark Page
MONTANA KAIMIN

“The idea is to
dissect U.S.
law in a way
that addresses
things that
foreign
students may
not know
about...”

www.MontanaKaimin.com
www.MontanaKaimin.com

Kristine Paulsen/Montana Kaimin

Framed by the statue of Mike and Maureen Mansfield outside the Mansfield Library, Elizabeth Grenier, a senior history major, chats on her phone
in the afternoon sun. “It’s too nice to be inside,” she said. “I’m just chillin’ on a hill.” Tuesday’s temperature reached 66 degrees.

Clinton discusses romance choices
WASHINGTON (AP) – Hillary
Rodham Clinton says husband
Bill often brings her romantic
gifts: a giant wooden giraffe from
an African trip, for example, and a
Chanel watch that reminded him
of teeth.
“Oh he’s so romantic,” the former first lady said in an interview
for the November issue of Essence
magazine. “He’s always bringing
me back things from his trips.”
The watch had a bracelet made
of white cubes. “I had dental sur-

gery, and he said it reminded him
of teeth,” she said.
The New York senator, now a
presidential candidate, said she is
satisfied with the decisions she
has made in her marriage.
“Now obviously we’ve had

challenges as everybody in the
world knows,” she said. “But I
never doubted that it was a marriage worth investing in even in
the midst of those challenges, and
I’m really happy that I made that
decision.”
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Shinai sparring

Tim Kupsick/Montana Kaimin

Using shinai, slotted bamboo practice swords, sophomore Kyle Schmaing duels with freshman Deangela Gehrke behind Elrod Hall Tuesday afternoon.

OiNK filesharing Web site
deleted by British police
Raphael G. Satter
ASSOCIATED PRESS
British and Dutch police shut
down what they say is one the
world’s biggest online sources of
pirated music Tuesday and arrested the Web site’s 24-year-old suspected operator.
The invitation-only OiNK Web
site specialized in distributing
albums leaked before their official
release by record companies, the
International Federation of the

Phonographic Industry said.
Many among OiNK’s estimated
180,000 members paid “donations” to upload or download
albums, often weeks before their
release, and within hours albums
would be distributed through public forums and blogs across the
Internet. Users were invited to the
site if they could prove they had
music to share, the IFPI said.
The IFPI said more than 60
major albums were leaked on
OiNK so far this year, making it

the primary source worldwide for
illegal prerelease music.
Prerelease piracy is considered
particularly damaging to music
sales as it leads to early mixes and
unfinished versions of artists’
recordings circulating on the
Internet months before the release.
Police in Cleveland, in northeast England, said they were tracing the money generated through
the Web site, expected to amount
to hundreds of thousands of dollars.
The arrest of a 24-year-old IT
worker
at
a
house
in
Middlesbrough,
northeast
England, followed a two-year
investigation by Dutch and British
police and raids coordinated by
Interpol.
Cleveland police said the man,
whose name was not released, was
arrested on suspicion of conspiracy to defraud and infringement of
copyright law.
OiNK’s servers, in Amsterdam,
were shut down by Dutch police,
the IFPI said.
“OiNK was central to the illegal
distribution of prerelease music
online,” said Jeremy Banks, the
head of the IFPI’s Internet AntiPiracy Unit.
“This was not a case of friends
sharing music for pleasure. This
was a worldwide network that got
hold of music they did not own the
rights to and posted it online.”
The IFPI is spearheading an
international fight against all
forms of Internet music piracy
amid declining sales of physical
CDs. Recorded music sales have
fallen by more than a third internationally in the last six years.
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Taste Griz Tomsin shows spirit despite injury
basketball
for free
Roman Stubbs
MONTANA KAIMIN

Bill Oram
MONTANA KAIMIN
Fans of the University of
Montana basketball teams can
get their first peek at the Griz
and Lady Griz tonight.
The teams will hold their
annual free Maroon and Silver
scrimmages in the Adams
Center. The men tip off at 6
p.m., and the women go at 8
p.m.
“(It will) be nice for us just to
get our guys in uniform in somewhat of a game situation,” said
men’s head coach Wayne Tinkle.
He said the scrimmages offer an
opportunity for the teams to put
to work the things they’ve
worked on in nearly two weeks
of practice.
Fourteen players – a mix of
new and old – will take the floor
for the Griz. Three starters
return for the men: forwards
Andrew Strait and Jordan
Hasquet, both former All-Big
Sky performers, and guard
Cameron Rundles, last year’s
conference freshman of the year.
Notable new faces for the Griz
include transfers Ceylon ElginTaylor, Michael Taylor and
Missoula native Jack McGillis,
as well as true freshmen Brian
Qvale and Derek Selvig.
Because Taylor transferred
from Eastern Washington and
McGillis came from Oregon
State – both Division I programs
– they will each have to sit out
this season. Both will, however,
be eligible to compete in
tonight’s scrimmage.
The men last year finished 1715 overall and third in the conference.
The Lady Griz return with a
team largely intact from last
year’s Big Sky championship
group. All five starters return,
led by junior guard Mandy
Morales. Morales is the defending conference MVP and was an
honorable
mention
AllAmerican last season.
The scrimmages will serve as
a tune-up for each team’s preseason schedule. Following
exhibition games against Great
Falls and Whitman, the men will
open their non-conference slate
on Nov. 9 against Colorado
State.
The Lady Griz will get going
Nov. 11 at Boise State.

M
K

right. More damage surfaced, and
on Oct. 6 she underwent a second
operation on her clavicle, officially
On a late-September afternoon, ending her career at Montana.
even the sky cries for Mahlleace
“It really opened my eyes,”
Tomsin.
Tomsin said. “It was devastating
It’s a Sunday, game day for news. I just remember thinking that
Montana against Boise State in the this isn’t the way my career was
Nike Cup. It’s raining like hell, supposed to end here.”
pounding on Tomsin,
This is the part of
who is being attended
the story where, for a
to by trainers after a
fifth-year senior, there
hard fall on the right
are reflections. Her
sideline. A somber
first game at Pac-10
crowd looks on as she
power Cal-Berkeley.
nurses her right shoulHer first goal against
der, then claps as the
Utah State. Ending her
Montana senior walks
career against Boise
off the field, not knowState, halfway through
ing she has just played
her senior season.
her last match as a
“More than anyGriz. It’s still raining.
thing that has hapBut for Tomsin, it’s
pened in my career, I
pouring.
wouldn’t trade the relaMahlleace Tomsin
At first, Tomsin
tionships I have built,”
wouldn’t have it. Not a season and Tomsin said. “You appreciate it that
career-ending collarbone injury.
much more after something like
“After the game, I knew it wasn’t this happens. It teaches you to
good because the pain was unbear- never take this game for granted.”
able, but I figured it could be
Tomsin, a Seattle native, was
fixed,” she said. After all, this is recruited by former UM head coach
what winners in physical sports do. Betsy Duerksen, and joined the proThey push and push, and some- gram in 2003.
times get banged up. But Tomsin
“I remember my first game at
was hurt, in a way she has never Cal, and Betsy put me in,” Tomsin
been hurt before. Immediately fol- recalls. “My heart was beating
lowing the Sept. 23 game, she took 10,000 miles an hour, and I knew
her mangled shoulder to get right there how excited I was to
checked out, and X-rays revealed play at Montana. The game was
she had an acromioclavicular joint really exciting.”
separation. Two days later, in an
Four games into her freshman
attempt to get back out onto the campaign, however, Tomsin found
field as quickly as possible, Tomsin out that she had been playing on a
underwent a closed surgery, and lower-leg fracture, and would have
started physical therapy shortly to sit out the remainder of the seaafter. Something still didn’t feel son with a medical redshirt.

“I really worked to get back from move on,” she said. “It has been an
my first injury freshman year,” she incredible five years.”
said. “In the off-season I had to
In May, Tomsin will graduate
work that much harder to come with a degree in human biology and
back, so whether it was just running plans to go to graduate school in
or getting touches with the ball in Seattle. But don’t forget about socthe spring, I wanted to get better.”
cer. Next year she will begin trainTomsin did everything required ing with the Seattle Sounders of the
to be a leader in the program. And it W-League, which is touted as
showed.
North America’s best women’s
“Mahlleace has developed tech- pool. But before that, Tomsin is
nically and tactically to the point supporting her team in the final
where we could put her at several stretch of its Big Sky run.
positions and really change teams’
“I’ll always be there for my
game plans against us,” said UM teammates,” she said. “Any way I
head coach Neil Sedgwick. “She can help this team win, on the field
has a lot of talent, but she worked or not, I’m going to do.”
hard to develop the way she has.”
It’s now a new Sunday, an overTomsin appeared in 60 straight cast day, and Montana is in a doggames for the Griz. She never fin- fight with Portland State.
ished her 60th
There are no
game, however,
tears
from
on Sept. 23
Tomsin, none
against Boise
from the sky.
State.
Instead, she’s in
She had high
a sling, standing
aspirations for
on top of a
this season. But
bench, cheering
a broken clavicle
for her team. No
can break aspirareflecting for
tions.
Tomsin.
Just
“Your senior
five
years’
year, that’s the
worth of smiles,
time to make it
cheers
and
your best year,”
appreciation for
she said. “My
her team.
Mahlleace Tomsin
goal coming in
“She is the
Soccer player
was to help our
example
of
team win the Big
what we want
Sky. It’s hard to
from all of our
know you can’t help your team win players. Our team really feels for
on the field.”
her; you never want your players to
Had that medical redshirt not finish their season with an unfortubeen used in 2003, Tomsin doesn’t nate injury,” said Sedgwick, who
feel like she would’ve used it this paused, then said, “But Mahlleace
year. “Sometimes you have to goes on as a leader.”

“More than
anything that has
happened in my
career, I wouldn’t
trade the
relationships I’ve
built.”

Rockies World Series tickets sell out despite Web site crash
Colleen Slevin
ASSOCIATED PRESS
DENVER – The Colorado
Rockies sold out all three World
Series games at Coors Field on
Tuesday, one day after their first
attempt collapsed in a computersystem crash blamed on people trying to fool the system to hoard tickets.
The Rockies, who had labeled the
problem as an “external, malicious
attack,” said they sold more than
50,000 tickets in the second round
of ticket sales in about 2 1/2 hours.
“The online system, after a slow
start, certainly worked very, very
well for us,” club spokesman Jay
Alves said.
He said the team was sorry that
not all fans who wanted to go to the
game were able to buy tickets but he
said the team’s decision to sell tickets online was the fairest way to do
it.
Bob Bowman, CEO of
MLB.com,
Major
League
Baseball’s Internet wing, said
Tuesday that the system was overloaded Monday by powerful computers that were programmed to
constantly generate five-digit codes
that are meant to prove that an actual human is trying to buy tickets.
Bowman said those computers were
blocked from buying tickets on
Monday but their attempts to connect weren’t discarded, allowing
them to clog the system and ultimately knock it down.

Bowman said ticket brokers tickets than they’re allowed to in an
could have been responsible but he automated way,” he said.
wasn’t sure whether trying to trick
But Alves said it was malicious
the computer system was a crime.
because it was an attempt to disrupt
“There are people who don’t want the Rockies’ ticket distribution
to play by the
method.
rules. Those are
MLB.com
the people who
spokesman Matt
create programs
Gould agreed
to
bombard
because he said
these
sites,”
their attempts
Bowman said.
locked fans out
Irvine, Calif.of buying tickets
based Paciolan
Monday.
Inc., which oper“There were
ates the computpeople
who
er servers, didn’t
schemed
to
return
phone
cause a disrupcalls and e-mails
tion in what is a
seeking
an
landmark
explanation
moment
in
about what hapRockies franpened.
chise history,”
Alves said he
he said. “That’s
was unaware of
malicious any
Bob Bowman
any
criminal
way you define
CEO of MLB.com
investigation
it.”
into what hapDemand for
pened Monday. The FBI in Denver tickets was high with the Rockies
didn’t return a call asking whether playing in their first World Series
the office was investigating.
against the Boston Red Sox, a team
Dave Marcus of McAfee Avert with a large fan base. But many fans
Labs, the research arm of antivirus who hadn’t been able to get through
software maker McAfee Inc., said it complained that only selling the
sounded like Paciolan didn’t config- available tickets online was unfair
ure its software correctly to kick off because they had to compete with
users that were trying to trick the people – brokers included – from
system.
around the nation and world.
“I wouldn’t call that malicious.
However, Alves said that over 80
It’s just someone trying to buy more percent of the 12,000-plus transac-

“There are
people who don’t
want to play by
the rules. Those
are the people
who create
programs to
bombard these
sites.”

tions completed Tuesday were made
by people with Colorado ZIP codes.
But with only a few thousand
people able to snap up tickets, there
were plenty more who weren’t able
to get any. Some of those fans came
to Coors Field after giving up on
trying to get through on their computers, hoping the Rockies would
open up ticket sales at the box
office.
Others, like Darlene Lugo, didn’t
have an Internet connection at
home.
“They should have handled it differently. They should have to come
in line and wait like everyone else to
buy,” Lugo said.
Across the street from Coors
Field, Eduardo Casias had two laptop computers laid out on the back
of his car, trying to buy tickets using
the stadium’s wireless Internet connection. His friend, Josh Bentley,
waited outside the ticket window
just in case.
Bentley said the online sale was
unfair to local fans because it gave
out-of-town buyers an equal chance
at the tickets, especially if they had
a fast Internet connection. The
Rockies originally planned to sell
tickets at Coors Field and the team’s
Dugout Stores in the Denver area as
well as online.
“They wanted to broaden it and
get the whole world involved, and
there’s probably people in Tokyo
who are the only ones getting tickets,” Bentley said.
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Nathan Sullivan, an adjunct assistant professor in the art department, works on his print for the Day of the Dead steam roller competition Tuesday afternoon in the basement of the art building. Sullivan created his
design in Photoshop from a sketch he made as well as skeleton images he found on the Internet.

Carving away
at the dead
Tim Kupsick/Montana Kaimin

Junior Bodie Morrison sketches the skeleton of a singer for a tribute to the band Tool who are
playing Missoula in December. The print is for the steam roller competition for the Day of the
Dead. The competition will be held on Halloween.

www.montanakaimin.com
Like Kaimin
photos?

See more online,
get staff backgrounds and leave
comments at:
www.
kaiminphotography.
blogspot.com

Kaimin Arts
Halloween at the Elks
Ryan Thompson
MONTANA KAIMIN

Goblins, ghosts and rap music
join forces Friday night for a
Halloween bash at the Elks Lodge,
an event sponsored by a company
founded by a University of Montana
international student.
UM sophomore John Kinda created Fever Entertainment, which is
running the event. Hailing from
Burkina Faso in Western Africa,
Kinda came to the University to
study international business. He
founded Fever Entertainment in
February 2007, applying his experience from running a nightclub in
Burkina Faso to the company.
“People in Missoula love to party
just like people where I’m from love
to party,” Kinda said.
The Ultimate Halloween Bash
will be distinguished from past
Fever Entertainment events in one
key way: costumes. Prizes will be
awarded for the categories of sexiest, scariest and most original costumes, Kinda said. Judges will pick
10 people out of the crowd for each
category, and first place winners will
receive $100 each. A machine that
measures decibels will be used to
gauge which contestants receive the
loudest audience response, thus
becoming the winners, Kinda said.
In addition to costume prizes, the
bash will include a raffle later in the
night for an all-expenses-paid trip to
Las Vegas, he said.
Missoula’s DJ Chunkiye and DJ
Aztec will keep the crowd bumping
and grinding, playing a mix of rap,

pop, techno and other genres, Kinda
said.
“There’s such a large crowd of
people here that want to go out and
party and don’t have the proper
atmosphere to do it,” said Khalics
Bryant, Kinda’s business collaborator, who will help man the event.
Since his parents owned several
clubs in his home country, Kinda
became interested in throwing parties early in life, organizing his first
concert at age 17. After organizing
parties in France for a few years,
Kinda discovered his newest niche
in Missoula.
“Missoula is such a party town,”
Kinda said. “However, a year ago I
realized we need to have more fun.”
This inspired him to create his
company, which specializes in
throwing concerts and dances in
Missoula. The company organizes
an event nearly every two weeks,
Kinda said. Fever Entertainment’s
last event at the Elks Lodge on Oct.
12 was a success, with a line of people that spilled out into the street,
said Clayton DeVoe, chairman of
trustees for the Missoula Hell Gate
Elks Lodge.
“It’s just fun to see a lot of young
people coming to the lodge and having fun,” DeVoe said.
Safety at the concerts is key, and a
security crew will be on site to watch
for problems, Kinda said. Underagedrinking rules will be strictly
enforced for the 18-and-over event.
The need for increased security is
the biggest difference between planning events in Africa and Missoula,
Kinda said. Because he knew most

S w i n g i n ’ Away

Shane McMillan / Montana Kaimin

Associate professor of trumpet Leon Slater and jazz pianist David Morgenroth open the Faculty Jazz Recital Tuesday night in the Music
Building. The event was put on the by the Music Department and featured songs by artists from Guy Wood to Charlie Parker.

of the club’s patrons back home, less
security was needed, he said.
However, the events are very safe
and no incidents have yet occurred,
Kinda said.
After graduating with his international business degree, Kinda said
he hopes to move on to managerial
positions with other businesses such
as construction. For now, Fever
Entertainment is his focus.
“I’m lucky enough to party with
tons of people and different cultures,” Kinda said. “People who like
to have fun are the same anywhere
you go.”

This is your LAST CHANCE to enter...

Great Kaimin
Pumpkin-Off the
2nd

The

Proudly sponsored by Kaimin Arts
The rules are...
• Carve a pumpkin with your
weapon of choice.
• Submit your squash to Don
Anderson Hall 208 before 5
p.m. on October 25.
• Pumpkins will be judged on
creativity and craftsmanship
by a special guest judge to be
announced in this Friday’s
issue of Kaimin Arts.
• One pumpkin per student.

Group submissions are
encouraged.
• Best entry wins $ 5 0 cas h
in addition to the coveted
Golden Pumpkin Trophy.
• The winner will be
announced in the Kaimin on
Halloween. Other top entries
will be featured in the paper.
• No Kaiminites or Kaiminite
relations will be eligible to
enter (unless we’re desperate).

The Kaimin is not responsible for any injuries that may occur while pumpkin carving
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Parts and Labor fuses indie
and punk for unique sound
Ryan Thompson
MONTANA KAIMIN
If a band can keep you awake
at 2 a.m., they must be doing
something right. Parts and Labor,
of Brooklyn, N.Y., bashed out
their tunes well enough to help
this writer maintain consciousness during hours of studying for
one very boring history class, a
difficult task indeed. Parts and
Labor play fun, danceable indierock songs on their latest album
Mapmaker.
Missoula concertgoers will have
the chance to hear
Parts and Labor
live during their
show at Palace Billiards on
Tuesday.
The band routinely bounces
around elements of indie-rock,
new wave and some punk to create an energetic cocktail of
music. Their sound focuses on
creative guitar playing, bouncy
drumming and goofy keyboard
and electronic sound effects.
Music fans may recognize the
style as similar to fellow
Brooklyn band Japanther, who
have played in Missoula numerous times. However, Parts and
Labor manages to pull something
unique out of the well-known on
their latest release, convincing
the listener that the band really is
here to “Tear it down and build it
up again” (musically), as vocalists Dan Friel and BJ Warshaw
shout on the song “Vision of
Repair.”
Parts and Labor’s musical variation works especially well on
tracks like “New Crimes,” which
starts with a slow, moody guitar
riff before bursting into rushing,
complex rock. “Fractured Skies”
supports variety with an intro that
any techno fan would love before
switching into speedy, euphoric
music. Its keyboard-dominated
chorus is oddly reminiscent of the
trumpet blasts and cymbal crashes of a marching band playing a

high school fight song.
Parts and Labor’s drummer,
Christopher Weingarten, sets the
band apart from their indie-rock
brethren. His heavy, fast beats
owe more to punk rock and hardcore than indie, adding a wave of
intensity
to
the
music.
Weingarten sometimes gets carried away with outplaying the rest
of the band, but this only keeps
the songs interesting and powerful. Unfortunately, the drummer
recently left the band, and here’s
hoping new guy
Joe Wong can
keep up in the live
arena.
As a very selfconscious indie
band, albeit an intense one, Parts
and Labor do fall victim to some
of the genre’s stereotypes. Most
notably, the vocals are sometimes
annoying and usually mixed far
back in the song, washing over
the listener in a sleep-inducing
manner. They also indulge in
some pointless random sound
effects and experimental, longwinded electronic music sections.
However, the band rocks well
enough with everything else to
make these fallbacks a moot
point. The production, while
lacking on high-priced studio
glitz, is really good. Parts and
Labor hit their stride with songs
like “Long Way Down,” mixing
at
least
three
different
keyboard/electronic sounds with
guitar, bass, drums and vocals to
create an encompassing wall of
sound. The instruments (with the
occasional exception of the
drums) all fit into place within
the song instead of competing for
space and outplaying each other.
Although I probably flunked
my history test, I did learn that
Parts and Labor keep the groove.
Missoula rockers The Knockoffs
and Black Velvet Elvis open the
show alongside Twin, hailing
from Olympia, Wash. The show
begins at 9:00 p.m., and admission is $5.
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receive the safest blood possible.
“The policies are based on the
risk of transfusion transmissible
infections through persons with
those behaviors,” Long said.
“FDA also has deferral policies
for many other risks based on factors including travel to countries
and areas where certain infectious
agents are prevalent.”
Brehm said recommendations
have been made to the FDA by the
Red Cross and the American
Association of Blood Banks to
convince them to change their
position.
“We believe the deferral period
should be modified,” Brehm said.
Thursday’s “Blood Battle”
blood drive, sponsored by the Red
Cross, is in preparation for the
holiday season when schedules
and travel itineraries pick up and
donations dry out. So far, more
than 120 people pre-registered to
donate blood, in addition to whatever walk-in donations they may
receive.
Brehm said that student blood
donations are a vital element to
meeting quotas for needed blood.
“Universities are a huge advantage to us to make goal,” Brehm
said.

Body Waxing
(Including Brazilian)

Skincare Available
Ginger Jar

• 728-7820 •
• 370-0075 •

K A I M I N C LA S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out
any money.

LOST OR FOUND

LOST: Golden Retriever, 8 months, male, 65 lbs.
Reward to finder. Call 781-4582.

LOST: Small, pink Kershaw pocketknife in either UC,
library, or forestry building. Reward to finder.
Call 239-5004.
LOST: 5 subject notebook, Thursday 10/18. Blue
cover. Includes biology, history, journalism, and film.
If found, please call 360-2661.
FOUND: blck/wht/brwn kitten found on campus.
Please call 544-1466.

COSTUMES

Only at Carlo's. Marilyn, Elvis, Tina, Cher, Marie,
Marley, Pirates, 70's, Romans, Vikings, Priests,
Gorillas, Flappers, Sequins, 80's, Cowgirls, Tuxedos,
1000's and 1000's more. Come On!

k iosk
Rent or buy 1000's of choices. Wigs, tights, hats,
gloves. 204 S. Third. Next to Bernice's Bakery. Carlo's
11am-6pm 543-6350.
Carlo's One Night Stand. Your Halloween costume
superstore. Everything for a fabulous costume. 10,000
costume pieces, 70 wig styles, 50 styles tights,
gloves,
hats,
makeup.
204
S.
Third.
11am-6pm 543-6350. Rent or buy. Hurry Down!

FOOTBRIDGE FORUM

Are student athletes "out of bounds" on campus and in
the community? Are they good role models for
Montana fans or an example of how NOT to behave?
The Footbridge Forum wants to know if athletes get
the royal treatment or if that's a false perception.
What do you think? Tune in on Wednesday, October
24th and voice your opinion at 243-6226 or e-mail us
at footbridgeforum@gmail.com. Tune in, call in,
speak out.

FOR RENT

Weekend Cabins 30 min. from Missoula.
$44-$66/ night. Rock Creek Cabins. 251-6611.
House Rental for parents. 5-bed, 3-bath. Lolo New
$1200/wk, $750/3-day Adult. Jerry 406-214-4373.
Vacationhomerentals.com/30118

429 S. 4th St W. Perrrfect in town bungalow on the hip
strip. 3 bedroom, 1 bath, fenced, pets allowed. $1500
per month, furnished. $1200 per month, unfurnished.
Call Craig @ 546-8752.

HELP WANTED
WANTED

Satellite TV installer $15/hr. Must have good driving
record, work Sat, Sun, Apply @ Eagle Satellite, 2347
South Ave W. or email to jobs@eaglesattv.com.
We pay up to 75 dollars per survey. www.getpaidtothink.com

E-mail CLASSIFIED ADS To: classifieds@kaimin.umt.edu

MONTANA KAIMIN
BUSINESS STAFF:

AD REPRESENTATIVES
SIERRA MANFRE
ALEX MONTANARO
RYAN NALTY

The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at DAH 207 or via FAX: (406) 243-5475, email: classifieds@kaimin.umt.edu or call 243-6541.
Student/Faculty/Staff
$.90 per 5-word line/day

R A T E S Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/day

LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.
GREEN
HANGER
part-time
handyman.
15-20 hrs./week. Start $10.00/hr. Minor maintenance
of carwash and laundromats. Cleaning carwash bays
and lots. Positive, friendly, dependable, mechanically inclined. Pre-employment drug test. Apply at 960
East Broadway.

PARTIES
ARTIES

Are you looking for excitement and fun this weekend? Put on a costume and come to the ELKS club
for an annual exclusive HALLOWEEN disco hosted by
International Student Association and Japanese
Student Association. The party starts at 8:30 pm. Only
$2 per person. LIFE DJ BEST Halloween Costume contest with amazing judges. Prizes will be awarded for
the most original costumes! WHEN: Friday, October
26, 8:30pm-1am. WHERE: ELKS Lodge. COST: $2 per
person. For more information, email Adina at
adkaliye@yahoo.com.

SERVICES
SERVICES

Want a smaller carbon footprint? www.GoLoco.org

Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS). Here
when you need us. Call 243-4711.

MISCELLANEOUS

Interested in an Insurance and Financial Services
career after graduation? Farmers has openings in
Missoula. Give us a call or check out our website:
www.farmersagent.com/lsmith. 406-541-2150.

E-mail DISPLAY ADS To: kaiminad@kaimin.umt.edu
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